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Getting the books Swank Grover Denise Aftermath now is not type of challenging
means. You could not and no-one else going taking into account books deposit or
library or borrowing from your connections to retrieve them. This is an categorically
simple means to speciﬁcally get guide by on-line. This online proclamation Swank
Grover Denise Aftermath can be one of the options to accompany you when having
additional time.
It will not waste your time. resign yourself to me, the e-book will very manner you
supplementary business to read. Just invest little grow old to right of entry this online revelation Swank Grover Denise Aftermath as well as review them wherever
you are now.

KEY=DENISE - GIOVANNA HERMAN
AFTER MATH
OFF THE SUBJECT #1
DGS USA TODAY Bestseller! Scarlett Goodwin’s world is divided into Before and
After. Before she agreed to tutor Tucker Price, college junior Scarlett was introvert,
struggling with her social anxiety and determined to not end up living in a trailer
park like her mother and her younger sister. A mathematics major, she goes to her
classes, to her job in the tutoring lab, and then hides in the apartment she shares
with her friend, Caroline. After junior Tucker Price, Southern University’s star soccer
player enters the equation, her carefully plotted life is thrown oﬀ its axis. Tucker’s
failing his required College Algebra class. With his eligibility is at risk, the university
chancellor dangles an expensive piece of computer software for the math
department if Scarlett agrees to privately tutor him. Tucker’s bad boy, womanizer
reputation makes Scarlett wary of any contact, let alone spending several hours a
week in close proximity. But from her ﬁrst encounter, she realizes Tucker isn’t the
person everyone else sees. He carries a mountain of secrets which she suspects hold
the reason to his self-destructive behavior. But the deeper she delves into the cause
of his pain, the deeper she gets sucked into his chaos. Will Scarlett ﬁnd the
happiness she’s looking for, or will she be caught in Tucker’s aftermath?

CHOSEN
CHOSEN #1
DGS **Updated to include the short story Emergence.** Everything Emma Thompson
owns ﬁts in a suitcase she moves from one roach infested motel to another. She and
Jake, her ﬁve year old son who can see the future, are running from the men intent
on taking him. Emma will do anything to protect him even when it means accepting
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the help of a stranger named Will. Jake insists she needs Will, but Emma’s never
needed help before. And even though she’s learned to trust her son, it doesn’t mean
she trusts Will. Mercenary Will Davenport lives in the moment. Hauling Emma to
South Dakota should have been an easy job, but his employer neglected to tell him
about Emma’s freaky son and the gunmen hot on her trail. Instinct tells him this job
is trouble, but nothing can prepare him for Jake’s proclamation that Will is The
Chosen One, who must protect Emma from the men hunting her power. A power she
doesn't know she has. Will protects Emma and Jake on a cross-country chase from
the men pursuing them, while struggling with memories from his past, his
apprehension of Jake, and his growing attraction to Emma. Will’s overwhelming urge
to protect Emma surprises him, especially since it has nothing to do with his
paycheck and possibly everything to do with the tattoo Jake branded on his arm.
Rich and powerful men are desperate to capture Emma, and Will must discover why
before it's too late. The Chosen series: Chosen Hunted Sacriﬁce Redemption

HER SCREAM IN THE SILENCE
DGS In the second book of the USA Today bestselling series, Carly looks into a young
woman’s disappearance while trying to hide her own dark secrets. Carly Moore is
ﬁnally feeling settled in Drum, Tennessee. She likes her job waitressing at Max’s
Tavern AND her boyfriend… she should have known both were too good to be true.
The previous waitress Lula unexpectedly returns, threatening Carly’s job and
stability in Drum. But when Lula disappears, Carly is the only one who believes she
didn’t leave of her own violation. Lula has a few secrets of her own, and one person
is front and center on Carly’s suspect list—the town’s drug lord. Teaming up with
Marco Roland—a Hensen County Deputy on medical leave—to help ﬁnd out what
happened to Lula, they soon realize her disappearance has ties to Drum’s past.
Someone doesn’t want stones overturned, and they’ll go to deadly lengths to keep
the truth hidden. Can Carly and Marco ﬁnd Lula before it’s too late?

CURTAIN CALL
MAGNOLIA STEELE MYSTERY
DGS The fourth and ﬁnal book in the USA Today bestselling Magnolia Steele Mystery
series. Magnolia Steele has nothing left to lose. Her once-beloved father has been
unmasked as a criminal, her mother is dead, and her two closest allies—her
boyfriend and her sister-in-law—have broken her trust. Worse, the serial killer who
has tormented her since her return to Franklin has escalated his behavior. Everyone
around her encourages her to run away or hide, but Magnolia is determined stand
her ground. She intends to identify the serial killer herself, even if she has to burn
every last bridge to do it. Her one lead is the apparent link between her father and
the murders. Unsure of whom to trust, she forms a temporary alliance with a
detective who’s on the outs with the Franklin police force. Together, they dig into the
past for clues, but Magnolia doesn’t limit herself to secondary sources. Her father is
still in town, very intent on a reunion, and her brother might ﬁnally be ready to talk
about their shared past… As the situation escalates, Magnolia discovers that she has
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inherited her mother’s steel backbone. It will help her distinguish friend from foe,
and it might just be her best hope for surviving her curtain call.

BUSINESS AS USUAL
OFF THE SUBJECT #3
DGS Lexi Pendergraft has given up on ﬁnding love after a disastrous encounter with
her last boyfriend. Instead, she focuses on two things: One, setting up a summer
program for underprivileged middle-school aged students. And the second, getting to
the bottom of her brother Reed’s recent strange behavior. His secret is destroying
his relationship with his ﬁancée Caroline, and Lexi will do anything to help him save
it. Especially after he gave up his dream to give Lexi a chance at a semi-normal
college experience, something her parents threatened to steal from her after her
rape a year ago. Ben Masterson is determined to make it through his ﬁnal semester
of his senior year at Southern University. After recently losing his full ride
scholarship, he’s suﬀering from sleep deprivation while trying to keep up with his
mechanical engineering courses and working three part time jobs. He thinks he’s
lucked out getting a job in the university math lab. The only problem is his
boss—Reed Pendergraft. As part of a role in a community theater play, Lexi wears a
black wig and feels a conﬁdence she hasn’t experienced in over a year. When she
wears it to a bar close to the theater, she doesn’t think Ben, a bartender there,
recognizes her. While Ben’s intrigued about what she’s up to, he’s smart enough to
stay far away from his overprotective boss’s sister. Until fate forces him to help her,
but why won’t she tell him her real identity?

THE CURSE KEEPERS
47North Elli Lancaster, a Curse Keeper, is the descendent of a man who banished
Native American spirits away from the material world, but when she meets another
Curse Keeper, Collin Dailey, the spell is broken, and they must ﬁght together to keep
the spirits from taking their revenge.

HELL IN A HANDBASKET
ROSE GARDNER INVESTIGATIONS #3
DGS The third book in the New York Times Bestselling Rose Gardner Investigations
Mystery series. They say the road to hell is paved in good intentions, and Rose
Gardner can’t shake the notion she’s headed there in a handbasket. She feels
responsible for the death of a woman she tried—and failed—to save with her visions,
and though she intends to do the “right” thing and tell James Malcolm she can’t
possibly accept his oﬀer of a relationship, she hasn’t yet mustered the strength.
Worst of all, her sister is terminally ill, and there isn’t a thing she can do to save her.
When a new case falls into Rose’s lap, she eagerly shifts her attention to someone
else’s problems—except it’s Henryetta, and every person, and problem, is somehow
connected. The case will bring her back into contact with James, whom she still
hasn’t answered, and force her to confront her past in other unexpected ways.
Meanwhile, Rose and Neely Kate ﬁnd themselves playing host to an unlikely house
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guest. Helping the stranger may require them to become more entangled with the
crime world, something Rose knows she should avoid. She and Neely Kate have the
very best of intentions, but are those intentions ushering them down a path they
can’t easily leave? Rose Gardner Investigations Series Family Jewels For the Birds
Hell in a Handbasket Up Shute Creek (Fall 2018) Neely Kate Mystery Trailer Trash In
High Cotton (July 31, 2018)

BURIED IN SECRETS
DGS The fourth book in the USA Today bestselling Carly Moore series. Be careful
where you dig… Life in Drum, Tennessee has been quiet since corruption was
uncovered in the sheriﬀ’s department three months ago—too quiet. Still, Carly is
shocked when she discovers one of her sweetest lunch customers at the tavern has
committed murder in cold blood. Carly is certain the woman was fulﬁlling an
infamous “favor” for the town patriarch, Bart Drummond, but now she has to prove
it. She already knew that Drum has two sides—the side they show the world, and the
seedy underbelly. Only in Drum, all things seedy lead back to two men—Bart
Drummond and the local drug king, Todd Bingham. The deeper Carly gets, the more
she begins to question everything, even her desire to have her own family. But even
if she could forget Bart’s threat is hanging over her head, she can’t forget that her
father is still searching for her, ready to drag her back to her own death. She needs
to uncover the truth, but everything is buried in secrets.

TWENTY-NINE AND A HALF REASONS
ROSE GARDNER MYSTERY #2
DGS The second book in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today
bestselling Rose Gardner Mystery series. When Rose reports for Fenton County jury
duty she ﬁgures she’s lucky to get out of a morning working at the DMV. Instead,
despite a disastrous encounter with the new assistant district attorney, Mason
Deveraux, she’s picked as a juror on a murder case. As the case progresses, she
realizes an ominous vision she had in the men’s restroom proves the defendant is
innocent. And there’s not a cotton picking thing she can do about it. Or is there? As if
things weren’t bad enough, Rose’s older sister Violet is going through a mid-life
crisis. Violet insists that Rose stop seeing her sexy new boyfriend, Arkansas state
detective Joe Simmons, and date other men. Rose is done letting people boss her
around, but she can’t commit to Joe either. Still, Rose isn’t about to let the best thing
in her life slip away.

SPINNING OUT
Lexi Ryan A STANDALONE sexy, emotional sports romance set in the world of the
Blackhawk Boys from New York Times Bestseller Lexi Ryan. "Sexy and twisty,
Spinning Out will hook you fast and keep you ﬂipping pages until the very end." -New
York Times bestselling author Meghan March ~ ~ ~ Once, the only thing that
mattered to me was football—training, playing, and earning my place on the best
team at every level. I had it all, and I threw it away with a semester of drugs, alcohol,
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and pissing oﬀ anyone who tried to stop me. Now I’m suspended from the team, on
house arrest, and forced to spend six months at home to get my shit together. The
cherry on top of my fuckup sundae? Sleeping in the room next to mine is my best
friend’s girl, Mia Mendez—the only woman I’ve ever loved and a reminder of
everything I regret. I’m not sure if having Mia so close will be heaven or hell. She’s
oﬀ-limits—and not just because she’s working for my dad. Her heart belongs to
someone else. But since the accident that killed her brother and changed everything,
she walks around like a zombie, shutting out her friends and ignoring her dreams.
We’re both broken, numb, and stuck in limbo. Until I break my own rules and touch
her. Until she saves me from my nightmares by climbing into my bed. Until the only
thing I want more than having Mia for myself is to protect her from the truth. I can’t
rewrite the past, but I refuse to leave her heart in the hands of fate. For this girl, I’d
climb into the sky and rearrange the stars. Series information: THE BLACKHAWK
BOYS, an edgy, sexy sports romance series from New York Times bestseller Lexi
Ryan. Football. Secrets. Lies. Passion. These boys don’t play fair. Which Blackhawk
Boy will steal your heart? Book 1 - SPINNING OUT (Arrow's story) Book 2 - RUSHING
IN (Christopher's story) Book 3 - GOING UNDER (Sebastian's story) Book 4 – FALLING
HARD (Keegan’s story) Book 5 – IN TOO DEEP (Mason’s story)

REDESIGNED
OFF THE SUBJECT #2
DGS **Intended for mature readers due to sexual content and language** While
fashion design major Caroline Hunter may have been born economically unlucky, in
college, she’s been lucky in love. Until her senior year at Southern University. She’s
gone from a serious long term boyfriend to a string of crappy dates. Then she meets
mathematics grad student Reed Pendergraft. Reed is everything she’s not looking
for. Serious. Headed for a low paying university job. Boring. Caroline spent the ﬁrst
eighteen years of her life wondering where her next meal was coming from. She sure
wasn’t getting trapped in that life again with a man living on a professor’s salary. An
encounter with Reed in a club proves she might have pegged him wrong. He brings
out a lusty side she never knew she had. But just when she’s about to give in to her
hormones, Reed makes a fool out of her. When she shows up for the ﬁrst committee
meeting for Southern University’s Fall fashion show, a fundraiser for underprivileged
kids, Caroline’s horriﬁed to discover the insuﬀerable Reed is the committee
chairman. While she refuses to tolerate his totalitarian rule of the committee, she’s
not sure she’ll survive the month with her heart—and her pride—intact. Just when
she thinks she has everything ﬁgured out, she ﬁnds that her entire life has been
redesigned, thanks to Reed Pendergraft. ***** Redesigned is a lovely surprise in all
the best ways - how quickly you'll fall for the characters, their unstoppable
chemistry, and the ability of their story to take you from laughing to crying and back
again. Denise has hit the New Adult nail on the head with this one, and I loved every
single page! Lyla Payne, author of Broken at Love, USA Today bestseller The title of
this book is apropos on several levels; not only does it ﬁt the story, but it serves to
express the way in this book is major leap forward for the author. She didn't merely
write the next book in the series, she pushed forward and took risks, redesigned her
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approach to the story she was telling. Bravo, and I can't wait for more. Jasinda
Wilder, author of Falling Into You, New York Times and USA Today bestseller

THE SUBSTITUTE
THE WEDDING PACT
CreateSpace Megan Vandemeer meant to tell her parents about her broken
engagement, but a month and a half later she ﬁnds herself boarding a plane home to
her wedding. Having stretched avoidance to its limits, it's time to come clean--a
terrifying prospect since her mother is sure to blame her rather than her cheating,
emotionally frigid ex. A couple of drinks and two Dramamine later, Megan ﬁnds
herself spilling her sob story to the tall, dark, and handsome stranger in the seat
next to her. With only one week left to save his business, Josh McMillan boards a
plane to Kansas City in a last-ditch eﬀort, leaving the details to chance. An
unexpected answer is delivered in the form of the beautiful brunette beside him.
Though she's completely loopy, her honesty, openness, and humor charm him. So
when she passes out before landing, he helps her oﬀ the plane--a good deed that
leads to a colossal misunderstanding. Her parents assume he's her ﬁancé. In a twist
of fate, the mix-up might help Josh save his business, so he plays along, ﬁguring he
can help Megan too. All he has to do is stage a public break up convincing enough to
appease her mother. Josh is only supposed to be a substitute groom, but the more
time he and Megan spend together, the more their pretend engagement starts to
feel real...and the less they want to break it oﬀ. Can a relationship that began as a
farce turn into happily ever after?

FORTUNE HUNTER
Jana DeLeon Someone has created a fake social media identity and is online
romancing the lonely women of Sinful in order to scam them out of money. Because
he always seems to pick the perfect targets, Fortune, Ida Belle, and Gertie think he
must be either a Sinful resident or someone with a close association to the town.
Playing with emotions for pay is dirty pool, but the game turns deadly when one of
the women is murdered. Fortune decides the victim must have ﬁgured out who the
scam artist is and threatened him with exposure. Deputy Carter LeBlanc is hard at
work to ﬁnd the gunman, but sometimes it takes a woman to expose a lady-killer.
Fortunately, Swamp Team 3 is on the job.

AN UNEXPECTED KIND OF LOVE
Entangled: Embrace Bookstore owner Aubrey Barnes likes his quiet, orderly London
life, thank you very much. His shop may be struggling, his only employee is a
menace, and his plumbing is one creaky pipe away from disaster, but he can handle
it. Maybe. He cannot, however, handle the ﬁlm company that’s thrown his Soho
street into chaos. And he deﬁnitely can’t handle the charismatic American actor
Blake Sinclair. Which is why he’s extremely reluctant to lease out his shop as a set
for Blake's ﬁlm, but it’s his one opportunity to save his business. Now he can’t get
away from the distractingly hot actor. Then Aubrey ﬁnds himself alone with Blake in
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a trailer, and what happens next turns London’s heat wave into an inferno that
leaves him breathless. Aubrey is not cut out for the high-proﬁle life of dating a
celebrity, especially an American actor who’s not even out yet. Good thing their tryst
is absolutely not going anywhere. Of course, when you expect nothing, that’s exactly
when it starts to mean everything.

GHOSTLY SERENADE
A SHELBY NICHOLS MYSTERY ADVENTURE
An unsolved murder, a mob boss out for revenge, and a message from a ghost? Just
another day in the life of Shelby Nichols. Shelby's family trip to meet the New York
Manettos is not turning out to be the enjoyable break she'd hoped for. Being
recruited by the NYPD to help with a murder case doesn't seem so bad, but threats
from a rival mob, against Uncle Joey and the whole Manetto family, take things to a
whole new level. How can she reason with a mob boss out for revenge? Even her
mind reading skills might not be enough to save the day this time. Join Shelby in her
best adventure yet! USA TODAY and Wall Street Journal Bestselling author Colleen
Helme oﬀers a clever mix of mystery, laugh-out-loud humor, and page-turning
adventure in the highly acclaimed Shelby Nichols Adventure Series. PRAISE FOR THE
SHELBY NICHOLS SERIES "The author has such a quirky sense of humor partnered
with such creative talent it that really shines on every page!" Amazon Reviewer
"Every Shelby Nichols Adventure is better than the last! The characters are dynamic
and the stories are full of twists and turns. Can't wait for the next one!" Amazon
Reviewer Perfect for fans of Janet Evanovich, Lyndee Walker, Denise Grover Swank,
and Lisa Regan

STILL LIFE IN BRUNSWICK STEW
When artist Cherry Tucker's friend is poisoned at a Brunswick Stew competition,
Cherry's southern fried sleuthing gets her in hot water with the police and a killer.
"Delightfully Southern, Surprisingly Edgy, and Deliciously Unpredictable."

BY REFERRAL ONLY
WHITMAN UNIVERSITY #2
Trisha Leigh Ziegenhorn After being unceremoniously dumped freshman year
because of her family’s “new money” status, Ruby Cotton has taken care not to put
her heart on the line. No matter how enticing Emilie and Quinn make it look,
relationships are scary and hard—while a string of ﬂings is easy and fun. That’s what
Ruby wants. Easy and fun. The only problem is, when it comes to satisfaction in the
sack, most of the boys at Whitman are nothing but pretty window dressing and false
advertising. Ruby takes it upon herself to make campus life more fulﬁlling, creating a
referral database that allows female students to rate their sexual experiences,
thereby informing girls of what they’re getting into before agreeing to a date. When
her acting partner, Liam Greene, ﬁnally shows some interest, Ruby ﬁgures she won’t
need to utilize the helpful gossip. He’s handsome, fun, and most importantly, not a
guy she’d ever fall for hard enough to let him break her heart. Not only that, but
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dating Liam gives Ruby the perfect excuse to say no to Cole Stuart. As a star
swimmer and heir to honest-to-God Scottish royalty, Cole sits at the top of
Whitman’s A-list—but he’s also the lowest rated referral on Ruby’s website. The
ratings make rejecting his repeated requests for a date a no-brainer, but her real
reason for avoiding Cole runs deeper than a string of unsatisﬁed exes. He’s
gorgeous, he oozes sweetness and charm, and the electricity between them could
power half of Whitman, but Ruby knows it will only last until his family or friends
convince him she’s not good enough. Before she knows it she’s falling anyway,
waiting for the other shoe to drop but clinging to a tentative hope that Cole might be
as diﬀerent as he seems. When the secret behind his low ratings comes to light, that
hope is torn apart, and Ruby wonders if she was right to give him her heart…and
whether she has the strength to let him keep it.

SUCCESSES, LIMITATIONS, AND FRONTIERS IN ECOSYSTEM SCIENCE
Springer Science & Business Media Ecosystem research has emerged in recent
decades as a vital, successful, and sometimes controversial approach to
environmental science. This book emphasizes the idea that much of the progress in
ecosystem research has been driven by the emergence of new environmental
problems that could not be addressed by existing approaches. By focusing on
successes and limitations of ecosystems studies, the book explores avenues for
future ecosystem-level research.

RANSOM
Open Road Media Edgar Award ﬁnalist: When the strange new bus driver passes the
last stop, the ﬁve teens on board know something’s wrong: “[A] gripping thriller.”
—Publishers Weekly Valley Gardens is the last stop on the bus route after school.
The neighborhood is known for its wealthy families, perhaps the richest in town.
Marianne, Bruce, Glenn, Dexter, and Jesse live in Valley Gardens, and have no
trouble guiding the new bus driver to the last stop of the day—but the strange
substitute driver keeps driving. Soon the ﬁve teenagers are hostages deep in the
mountains. Their kidnappers demand stacks of money from their families, even
though most of the students aren’t as well oﬀ as the abductors assume. Without
hope of raising the ransom money, the ﬁve teens must ﬁnd a way out or face
terrifying consequences. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Lois Duncan
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal
collection.

TWENTY-EIGHT AND A HALF WISHES
ROSE GARDNER MYSTERY #1
DGS First book in the New York Times , Wall Street Journal, and USA Today
bestselling Rose Gardner Mystery series. For Rose Gardner, working at the DMV on a
Friday afternoon is bad even before she sees a vision of herself dead. She’s had
plenty of visions, usually boring ones like someone’s toilet’s overﬂowed, but she’s
never seen one of herself before. When her overbearing momma winds up murdered
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on her sofa instead, two things are certain: There isn't enough hydrogen peroxide in
the state of Arkansas to get that stain out, and Rose is the prime suspect. Rose
realizes she’s wasted twenty-four years of living and makes a list on the back of a
Wal-Mart receipt: twenty-eight things she wants to accomplish before her vision
comes true. She’s well on her way with the help of her next door neighbor Joe, who
has no trouble teaching Rose the rules of drinking, but won’t help with number
ﬁfteen-- do more with a man. Joe’s new to town, but it doesn’t take a vision for Rose
to realize he’s got plenty secrets of his own. Somebody thinks Rose has something
they want and they’ll do anything to get it. Her house is broken into, someone else
she knows is murdered, and suddenly, dying a virgin in the Fenton County jail isn’t
her biggest worry after all.

TRIPLE M MURDER
A JACK CALLOWAY THRILLER
Cady Publishing LLC A sadistic murderer. A grieving investigator with a dark secret. A
desperate race to save lives and clear his name. Jack Calloway, a private
investigator, and criminal proﬁler witnessed the brutal murder of his family. Years
later, driven by guilt and grief, he's pulled to ﬁnd justice. Called on by law
enforcement agencies across the country, Jack's on a mission to catch violent
oﬀenders. But when a serial killer from Jack's antebellum past catches up to him in
Seattle, he ﬁnds himself in a no-win situation. The killer has deliberately set Jack up
to take the fall. Now, he must work with a forensic expert—the woman he loved and
pushed away, and a lead detective who can't stand him. As if those aren't enough
problems—Jack carries a secret that could cost him everything. Will Jack ﬁnd this
killer and clear his name before it's too late? An on your edge, adrenaline-rushing
urban paranormal thriller with bite

OF ASH AND SPIRIT
PIPER LANCASTER SERIES #1
DGS

OF BLOOD AND MONSTERS
PIPER LANCASTER SERIES
DGS The third book in the Piper Lancaster series by D.G. Swank. A demon army is
descending on Asheville, prepared to drag Piper and her friends to hell for defying
Okeus, the god of war and hell, a threat her band of battered and weary defenders is
nowhere near strong enough to hold oﬀ. To add to her worries, a crescent moon is
destined to appear on her left palm that will compel her to kill Kieran Abel, the demigod son of Okeus. Now that Okeus has discovered his long coveted human son, he
will torture Piper for eons if she follows through. But she can’t ignore her new
inexplicable craving for demon souls. With every monster she kills, her power grows
and she feels herself turning darker. Time is running out and Piper will do anything to
protect those she loves, even if it means risking her own soul.
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DRAWN TO MR. KING
A STEAMY AGE GAP OFFICE ROMANCE
Independently Published ♥Jaxon King is a work of art-beautiful, unique... priceless.♥
I meet him when he admires my artwork at a hotel opening. He's older,
sophisticated... a gentleman. At least he is with his clothes on. Out of them... well,
that's a masterpiece in itself. But even a connection as strong as ours means nothing
once the champagne wears oﬀ. A promise to call me. Then... nothing. When he turns
up as my new boss on the biggest project of my career, I try my hardest to turn the
page and leave him in the past. Only, he isn't a memory I can simply erase. No
matter how hard I try. We have this pull to one another... two colours that merge and
create something heavenly. But he screws up the paper and leaves me crumpled...
torn. Maybe it's all an illusion and I should erase him from my heart once and for all?
If only we could draw our own path through life. Start over. But it's never as simple
as erasing the past, not when you're drawn to Mr. King. ★★★★★ This is a steamy,
contemporary romance intended for readers aged 18 years and older★★★★★

LET IT ALL BURN
A PARANORMAL WOMEN'S FICTION NOVEL
Darcie Weatherby has a full plate--a preteen and sixteen-year-old twins, a wayward
grandmother, a nightmare boss, and a manipulative ex-husband. The last thing she
needs are hot ﬂashes.Especially ones that start ﬁres.But like most single mothers,
Darcie sucks it up and deals with it, because what else can she do? The kids need to
be fed, her grandmother needs supervising, and her demanding boss needs
placating.Burning her boss's house down was a total accident.Honest.It doesn't take
long before Darcie realizes she's running on borrowed time. Unless she ﬁgures out a
way to get these hot ﬂashes under control, there's a very good chance she'll
spontaneously combust at the Founder's Day Masquerade Ball and leave her children
motherless. There's no way in hell--or Perry's Fall, Ohio--Darcie will let that
happen.Never underestimate the determination of a mother.Especially a smokin' hot
one.Looking for more books in this HOT FLASH of a new genre?Check out these
books available February 18/2020:KF Breene "Magical Midlife Madness"Eve Langlais
"Halfway There"Robyn Peterman "It's a Wonderful Midlife Crisis"Shannon Mayer
"Grave Magic Bounty"Jana DeLeon "Wrong Side of Forty"Deanna Chase "Witching For
Grace"Kristen Painter "Sucks to be Me"Elizabeth Hunter "Suddenly Psychic"Michelle
M Pillow "Second Chance Magic"Mandy M Roth "Cloudy With a Chance of
Witchcraft"Darynda Jones "Betwixt"Christine Gael "Writing Wrongs"

GOOD GUYS LOVE DOGS
Fence Free Entertainment A small town contemporary romance with heart. . . She's
Main Street. He's Wall Street. Desperate father Ian McKinley moves his delinquent
teenage son to the small Virginia town of Keeling Creek, a place very unlike the New
York City life he has been leading. Love takes him by surprise when he falls for Colby
Williams, a woman unlike anyone he has ever been drawn to, a small town vet with a
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heart for animals and a ﬁerce love for a teenage daughter she is also struggling to
raise. But Colby has a secret in her past, a secret she's not sure her daughter will
ever forgive her for. And as for Ian McKinley, he seems too good to be true. If she
had learned anything from the one time she had thrown her heart fully into love, it
was that it didn't last. What else could Ian and Colby possibly have in common?
Dogs? Yes. Love? Maybe. *** ★★★★★ Wow! Powerful story about the healing power
of love. And not just the love between a man and woman, but the love of parents for
their children, the children for their parents and the love between people and their
pets. This story covers it all! I loved it. ★★★★★ Excellent and sweet. A very well
done story about two single-parents of teenagers, trying to do their best. Each have
suﬀered losses that make loving and trusting again a challenge to overcome. Lovely,
rich characters set in a small-town, with excellent veterinarian Colby - a strong and
successful woman, and gorgeous work-obsessed Ian, who comes to the small town to
get his son in a slower environment due to some acting out that life in NYC made too
easy. Rich storytelling, a very engrossing read! ★★★★★ I loved every bit of this
book. "And Then You Loved Me" is the ﬁrst book I read by Inglath Cooper. I queued a
few more of her books to read and picked this ﬁrst because I love dogs (and cats)
and we have a veterinarian in our family. Whatever the reasons I loved every
chapter of this book. I hated to reach the end but there could be an obvious followup to this. I hope so. For now I need to read every book by Inglath Cooper that I can
ﬁnd. ★★★★★ Fun, Fresh, Fast and Relaxing Read. Good Guys Love Dogs was my
ﬁrst read by Inglath Cooper. Great style and enjoyable. Fast moving and interesting
with characters I could relate to. I will be reading more Inglath Cooper books.

PUCK ME SECRETLY
I've never been in love.I've never had an orgasm, but I've faked plenty.I want to
experience love. Real, passionate love.I don't want to die.It's funny what blurts out of
your mouth when the plane you're on is going down, and I didn't hold back with my
seat mate when my plane decided to crash.My hysterical confessions didn't faze the
muscular stranger that sat beside me. In fact, he promised if we survived, he'd give
me my ﬁrst orgasm. We survived.I came.And then he left without telling me who he
was.On the ﬁrst day of my job, I stood in front of the Vancouver Wolves hockey team
and called out a number. #33.Imagine my shock when he skated forward.Max is an
incredible hockey player, whose wild, out-of-control antics have almost derailed his
career. So many secrets shroud his past and continue to threaten his future. Now
he's my secret. And that secret could ruin everything. Puck Me SECRETLY. Some
secrets are too big to keep.This book is 86,000 words and is a full-length romance
intended for adult audiences only.

BAD LUCK CLUB
DGS A grumpy man. A recovering people-pleaser. And the secret club that brings
them together. Lee Buchanan is a hot mess. Turning one’s father in to the feds can
do that to a man. He had nothing to do with his father’s Ponzi scheme, but he’s
blacklisted from commercial real estate all the same. Which is how he ends up in
Asheville, working at the brewery he inherited with his siblings. He’s salty as hell,
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and he doesn’t care who knows it. Until the gorgeous, intriguing Blue Combs issues
the most peculiar invitation he’s ever received: Come to the Bad Luck Club. We can
help you. It sounds like a cult or, worse, a group of Mary Sues, but Blue is diﬀerent
from any woman he’s ever met. For better or worse, he’s drawn to her. Just like she’s
drawn to him, even if she has no intention of going all in with another man. She’s
been there, done that, twice, and the life she’s built for herself is too important to
risk. What starts as one person’s desire to help another turns into a connection too
powerful to be denied—but can two broken people grow together, or will they tear
each other apart?

IN A QUEER TIME AND PLACE
TRANSGENDER BODIES, SUBCULTURAL LIVES
NYU Press What is the price of a limb? A child? Ethnicity? Love? In a world that is
often ruled by buyers and sellers, those things that are often considered priceless
become objects to be marketed and from which to earn a proﬁt. Ranging from black
market babies to exploitative sex trade operations to the marketing of race and
culture, Rethinking Commodiﬁcation presents an interdisciplinary collection of
writings, including legal theory, case law, and original essays to reexamine the
traditional legal question: ?To commodify or not to commodify?” In this pathbreaking
course reader, Martha M. Ertman and Joan C. Williams present the legal cases and
theories that laid the groundwork for traditional critiques of commodiﬁcation, which
tend to view the process as dehumanizing because it reduces all human interactions
to economic transactions. This “canonical” section is followed by a selection of
original essays that present alternative views of commodiﬁcation based on the
concept that commodiﬁcation can have diverse meanings in a variety of social
contexts. When viewed in this way, the commodiﬁcation debate moves beyond
whether or not commodiﬁcation is good or bad, and is assessed instead on the
quality of the social relationships and wider context that is involved in the
transaction. Rethinking Commodiﬁcation contains an excellent array of
contemporary issues, including intellectual property, reparations for slavery, organ
transplants, and sex work; and an equally stellar array of contributors, including
Richard Posner, Margaret Jane Radin, Regina Austin, and many others.

THE HYPOMANIC EDGE
THE LINK BETWEEN (A LITTLE) CRAZINESS AND (A LOT OF) SUCCESS
IN AMERICA
Simon and Schuster Why is America so rich and powerful? The answer lies in our
genes, according to psychologist John Gartner. Hypomania, a genetically based mild
form of mania, endows many of us with unusual energy, creativity, enthusiasm, and
a propensity for taking risks. America has an extraordinarily high number of
hypomanics—grandiose types who leap on every wacky idea that occurs to them,
utterly convinced it will change the world. Market bubbles and ill-considered
messianic crusades can be the downside. But there is an enormous upside in terms
of spectacular entrepreneurial zeal, drive for innovation, and material success.
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Americans may have a lot of crazy ideas, but some of them lead to brilliant
inventions. Why is America so hypomanic? It is populated primarily by immigrants.
This self-selection process is the boldest natural experiment ever conducted. Those
who had the will, optimism, and daring to take the leap into the unknown have
passed those traits on to their descendants. Bringing his audacious and persuasive
thesis to life, Gartner oﬀers case histories of some famous Americans who represent
this phenomenon of hypomania. These are the real stories you never learned in
school about some of those men who made America: Columbus, who discovered the
continent, thought he was the messiah. John Winthrop, who settled and deﬁned it,
believed Americans were God’s new chosen people. Alexander Hamilton, the
indispensable founder who envisioned America’s economic future, self-destructed
because of pride and impulsive behavior. Andrew Carnegie, who began America's
industrial revolution, was sure that he was destined personally to speed up human
evolution and bring world peace. The Mayer and Selznick families helped create the
peculiarly American art form of the Hollywood ﬁlm, but familial bipolar disorders led
to the fall of their empires. Craig Venter decoded the human genome, yet his
arrogance made him despised by most of his scientiﬁc colleagues, even as he
spurred them on to make great discoveries. While these men are extraordinary
examples, Gartner argues that many Americans have inherited the genes that have
made them the most successful citizens in the world.

SILVER STAKED
"All hail the QUEENS of Urban Fantasy!"From NYT and USAT bestselling authors
Shannon Mayer and Denise Grover Swank comes a new vision of supernatural
suspense. Only these two author could deliver two such complex heroines and their
undaunted courage in a tale of unexpected twists of fate. Escape into the city that
never sleeps and where nightmares live in the darkness with "Silver Staked."My
name is Leah, and I am a Cazador. Trains to hunt and kill vampire over 300 years
ago, my training became essential when I became one of those monsters. The
underbelly of the supernatural world has begun to bleed into the human world and
journalist Rachel Sambrook is asking too many dangerous questions. Unwittingly
she's revealed a conspiracy I hoped would never become a reality; using vampire
blood for human experiments.As I attempt to contain her, she's by my side as the
truth of just how deep the darkness goes is exposed. Unfortunately, the
consequences have also brought forth the creatures that hide around every corner;
thirsty for ﬂesh. The only question remaining is which one of us will survive the
inevitable blood bath ahead? SILVER STAKED was previously released under the title,
Recombinant.

BETTER LUCK NEXT TIME
DGS The last person she wants might be the second chance she needs.
***Standalone romance with a HEA!*** Adalia Buchanan broke up with art, but it
won’t break up with her. So she paints in secret, then destroys her work. Her mentor
stole her art months ago, and she’ll never share her work again. After he sold his
brewery, Finn Hamilton’s life was supposed to be on an upward trajectory. Instead,
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he’s lost his way. When he stumbles upon Adalia destroying her painting, two
thoughts come to mind: one, she looks like a Valkyrie with blonde hair swinging and
paint ﬂying from her blade, and two, she’s talented. Very talented. Suddenly, she's
no longer the sassy sister of his best friend’s girlfriend—she’s an intriguing, beautiful
woman he’s dying to get to know better. Too bad Adalia, who's infatuated with Pride
and Prejudice, thinks he’s arrogant and conceited, a modern-day Mr. Darcy. Then
again, Elizabeth Bennett changed her mind about Darcy, so there may be hope for
them yet...if they can survive an evil cat, a goat-obsessed artist, and their meddling
families.

ANY LUCK AT ALL
DGS She might be wishing for the wrong kind of luck. ***Standalone romance with a
HEA*** Georgie Buchanan doesn’t know the ﬁrst thing about running a brewery—she
doesn’t even like beer—so she’s out of her element when she and her siblings inherit
their grandfather’s money pit. Her one hope for success lies with River Reeves, the
handsome brewmaster who learned at her grandfather’s feet...if she can avoid
falling for him. River Reeves is having a rough week. Not only did he lose his friend
and mentor, Beau Buchanan, but he’s just been betrayed by his former best friend
and business partner. Still, things seem to improve when Georgie oﬀers him his
dream job—turning around Buchanan Brewery. Great right? There’s one problem: his
new boss is his dream woman, and she’s not the type to mix business and pleasure.

FRAUDULENTLY EVER AFTER
Laughing Heart Press She’s cursed to live out romance tropes gone wrong. As a
millionaire bad boy looking for a fake girlfriend, he is one. They’re a disaster in the
making...and each other’s last hope. Tina I’m cursed. Yes, really. I broke a boy’s
heart because he wasn’t romance hero material, and his nonna cursed me to live out
my favorite plotlines...without the happy ending. Consider my track record: Secondchance romance? Turns out my old ﬂame returned home to cook meth, not take care
of his parents. Redeemed bad boy? He writes to me occasionally from prison.
Billionaire businessman? Rory was my prince charming...right up until his exgirlfriend showed up with a baby bump. My love life is a lost cause, but my friends
claim they have a solution. They’re convinced I can rip control from the curse by
seeking out a trope situation instead of getting sucked into one. When I ﬁnd Zachary
Littleﬁeld’s ad seeking a fake girlfriend, I decide it’s go-time. Because I am so
immune to hot rich boys. Zach I’m the screw-up spare to my brother, the heir—the
Littleﬁeld who can never do anything right. Now my brother’s making a huge
mistake, and I’m expected to celebrate. Instead, I do what any half-intelligent man
would: I hire a date to stir up trouble at his engagement party. Tina’s not my type,
but there’s something about her... Maybe it’s that she seems completely immune to
my charm. I’ve never met a challenge I didn’t want to screw up...or screw.

PEOPLE I WANT TO PUNCH IN THE THROAT
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COMPETITIVE CRAFTERS, DROP-OFF DESPOTS, AND OTHER
SUBURBAN SCOURGES
Ballantine Books NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A debut collection of witty, biting essays
laced with a surprising warmth, from Jen Mann, the writer behind the popular blog
People I Want to Punch in the Throat People I want to punch in the throat: • anyone
who feels the need to bling her washer and dryer • humblebraggers • people who
treat their pets like children Jen Mann doesn’t have a ﬁlter, which sometimes gets
her in trouble with her neighbors, her fellow PTA moms, and that one woman who
tried to sell her sex toys at a home shopping party. Known for her hilariously acerbic
observations on her blog, People I Want to Punch in the Throat, Mann now brings her
sharp wit to bear on suburban life, marriage, and motherhood in this laugh-out-loud
collection of essays. From the politics of joining a play group, to the thrill of mothers’
night out at the gun range, to the rewards of your most meaningful relationship (the
one you have with your cleaning lady), nothing is sacred or oﬀ-limits. So the next
time you ﬁnd yourself wearing fuzzy bunny pajamas in the school carpool line or
accidentally stuck at a co-worker’s swingers party, just think, What would Jen Mann
do? Or better yet, buy her book. Praise for People I Want to Punch in the Throat
“People I Want to Punch in the Throat is so good that it’ll make you want to adopt all
the cats in the world. I’m not sure about the correlation, but it’s that good. It should
come with a warning.”—Jenny Lawson, author of Let’s Pretend This Never Happened
“Jen Mann has an amazing way of telling stories that will make you cringe and burst
out laughing at the same time. From swinger parties to racist toddlers, she makes
the suburbs unbelievably funny.”—Karen Alpert, author of I Heart My Little A-Holes
“Jen Mann says the things we’re all too afraid to say. Her honest and hilarious writing
style reminds me of David Sedaris and Tina Fey.”—Robin O’Bryant, author of
Ketchup Is a Vegetable: And Other Lies Moms Tell Themselves “Jen Mann’s shrewd
and unrelenting assault on the absurdity of suburban life is an honest peek into the
occasional nightmare that is part of living the American dream. I love Jen. I wish she
was my neighbor. It’s so refreshing to know that I’m not the only one who wants to
punch almost everyone in the f***ing throat.”—Nicole Knepper, author of Moms Who
Drink And Swear

GOODBYE UNICORNS
BASED ON A TRUE STORY.
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform "Goodbye, unicorns." "What?" My
heart dropped. "What?" was a stupid question. I knew exactly what she meant. Still,
it was hardly the kind of thing I expected to hear a seven-year-old girl mumble as
she headed out her bedroom door for what would probably be the last time. To an
onlooker, it might make sense. Her room was, in fact, a pink and purple web of
horned horses she'd spent more than half her life believing in. But I knew the rest of
the story. And her words told me this was worse than a kid ﬁnding out about Santa.
'Goodbye unicorns' wasn't happening. Not on my watch. The true story of a little girl
looking to ﬁnd a new faith in the world after losing her mother to the drug epidemic,
Goodbye Unicorns is a story of love, loss, rebuilding, and what it takes to restore
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magic for a kid has no reason to believe it exists... Could you have faith again?

A NOSE FOR MISCHIEF
Vertical Line Publishing, LLC When materials engineer Zoey Butler lands her dream
job at Future State Energy, she believes her research in renewable energy will make
headlines. Unfortunately for her, she’s right. Zoey is working on her latest
experiment when FBI Special Agent Alexis Thompson and her K-9 partner, Waﬄe,
raid Future State and arrest the head of the development for fraud. Zoey helps the
FBI ﬁnd answers in the aftermath, but she soon ﬁnds herself jobless and
unemployable. Desperate and out of options, she reaches out to Alexis, the one
person who knows Zoey was duped like everyone else. Liam Graham is an FBI
special agent and instructor at Riverbend K-9 Academy. When Alexis brings in a new
recruit with an unusual background, Liam pairs her up with Tasha, a dog in need of a
handler to stay in their competitive program. Zoey is thrilled to put her past behind
her and give the mischievous rescue dog her own second chance. However, shortly
after she arrives, the FBI realizes the Future State case is far from closed. And Zoey
may be the key to solving it. Zoey oﬀers to go back to Future State to help the FBI
end things once and for all. Only this time, she’ll have Liam and Tasha for backup.
But, the problems at Future State are more explosive than any of them suspect.

THE CURSE BREAKERS
47North For more than four hundred years, the Curse Keepers guarded the barrier
between the human and spirit realms. All that changed the day Ellie Lancaster met
Collin Dailey. Prophecy demanded they defend the world from evil...even as it
ignited a passion that threatened to consume them both. Now Ellie faces a
frightening new life, abandoned by the man she loves and tormented by malevolent
spirits unleashing their vengeance upon the earth. Her only shot at protecting
humanity--and herself--from the demon scourge is to claim the mark of the god
Ahone as her own. Finding it means trusting Dr. David Preston, a handsome
professor of Native American studies whose skepticism is surpassed only by his
attraction to Ellie. Together they must ﬁnish what the Curse Keepers began, defying
the forces of darkness to face hell on earth--and unlock the truth of Ellie's destiny.

DON'T SAY A WORD
Tor Teen Pretty Little Liars meets Riverdale in Don't Say a Word, a standout YA
mystery from indie-pub favorite Amber Lynn Natusch. Kylene Danners’s ex-FBI agent
father is in prison for murder and she’s hell-bent on getting him out. But trying to
investigate in the small town where a defensive lineman is a hero no matter who he
tries to kill and the girl who gets him locked up is public enemy number one is
dangerous. Dark secrets are everywhere in Jasperville—the kind Ky can’t walk away
from. When rookie FBI agent Cedric Dawson returns to town to ﬁnish an open
investigation, he goes undercover at her high school—as her ex. Determined to keep
her from interfering, Dawson’s plan backﬁres after Ky gets an anonymous call about
missing girls oﬃcially labeled as runaways—runaways that didn’t really run away at
all. Because dead girls can’t run. And they don’t say a word. At the Publisher's
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request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

DIRTY ENGLISH
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform #8 on the Wall Street Journal; #1 book
in the Amazon Store A scarred ﬁghter.A girl with rules.One night of unbridled
passion. There are three things you need to know about Elizabeth Bennett: she's
smart as a whip, always in control, and lives by a set of carefully crafted rules. She's
learned the hard way that people you love the most always hurt you in the end. But
then she meets Declan Blay, the new neighbor at her apartment complex. A tattooed
British street ﬁghter, he's the campus bad boy she's supposed to avoid, but when he
saves her from a frat party gone bad, all her rules about sex and love ﬂy out the
window. She gives him one night of unbridled passion, but he longs for more. With
only a cardboard-thin wall separating their bedrooms, he dreams of possessing the
vulnerable girl next door forever. One night. Two damaged hearts. The passion of a
lifetime. *a modern love story inspired by Pride and Prejudice*
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